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“I wanted to show that the women are not harvesting crops the way they had 
hoped. They’re holding a bowl of  dust, because this is what they’re left 

with… In other words, what we’d expect to see is not there.”
-- Ashley Cecil



the brush strokes that have appeared
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the story of the hadronic uncertainties

known:
Ø purely leptonic decays are theoretically clean and suffer from mostly parametric uncertainties
Ø Inclusive radiative decays suffer from a ~5% non-factorizable correction that cannot be reliably estimated
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Computation	done	with	QCD	sum	rules

Computation	done	with	pQCD sum	rules	on	the	light	cone

estimate	using	SCET

Computation	done	with	QCDF

the hadronic uncertainties on-shell
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§ The weakest link in the analysis is the estimates of  the non-factorizable part.

§ However, the estimates of  the angular observables in the SM depend heavily on the estimate of  the non-factorizable
part. (EVEN the “clean ones”)

§ The nonlinear dependence of  the angular observables on the hadronic contribution means that the central value and the 
error in the prediction depends on the size of  this estimate.

§ The only theory estimate available in the literature (arXiv:1006:4945) takes into account only a part of  the possible 
contribution (soft gluon contribution)

§ Other contributing diagrams can possible bring about corrections to this estimate that are as large or larger than the 
current estimate depending on the kinematic region one considers.

the hadronic uncertainties off-shell
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the key ingredients

LCSR at large recoil (low q2) [hep-ph/0412079 and arXiv:1503.05534]
LCSR at large recoil (low q2) [hep-ph/0611193] (larger errors)

Lattice at small recoil (high q2) [arXiv:1501.00267] 
In the infinite mass limit ignoring αs corrections the number of  independent form factors = 2 

(soft form factors)

!! Simplified for SM, other 
operators play a role in NP
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The              story



an analysis toolkit for electroweak, flavour and Higgs observables based on BAT 
(https://www.mppmu.mpg.de/bat/)
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fit using estimated charm loop contribution at low q2
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fit using estimated charm loop contribution at all q2
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§ in the very low q2 regime the hadronic contributions extracted from 
data and theory estimates seem to be compatible

§ in the region closer to the resonance hadronic contributions extracted 
from data seem to be larger than theory estimates, as they should be

the question of hadronic contribution

caveat: a ΔC9 or ΔC7 would have a similar effect on the 
observables.

However, a ΔC9 or ΔC7 cannot have a q2 dependence!



ü C9:	the short distance contribution including the perturbative charm loop
ü QCDF: the contribution from the charm look computed in QCDF (includes the pole at q2	=	0)
ü gray band: LCSR estimation of  long distance contribution from Kodjamirian et. al. arXiv:1006.4945
ü black bars: extraction of  non-factorizable contributions extracted using       H  E  from          BtoKstl angular observables 

and branching fractions.
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comparing the contributions
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what data says about hadronic contribution

no theory input for fitting hadronic contribution
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results from arXiV:1608.earlynextweek
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a step towards consistency in flavour physics 
computation



our area of concern
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LCSR

LCSR + LQCD

SM



new physics sensitivity
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complimentary



the hadronic uncertainties

ü vertex corrections involving matrix elements of  current-current operators Q1,2

ü hard spectator scattering at leading order in 𝛬/mb from QCD factorization

ü weak annihilation at O(𝛬/mb ) from QCD Factorization
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× QCD power corrections to spectator scattering involving Q8 that are end point divergent

× Contributions to weak annihilation and spectator scattering beyond QCDF computed in LCSR

× Soft gluon corrections, specially to the charm loop that are numerically significant

Included in the analytic/numerical form

Treated as errors and included in the error budget
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LCSR

LCSR + LQCD

From a fit done assuming SM

results assuming SM
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Assuming NP in Re(C7) only:

Assuming Im(C7) ~	0:

results for NP



summary
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Thank you…!!
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